The traditional defect detection algorithms based on image registration, image contrast and other image processing algorithms are only limited to a single defect. Though deep-learning-based object detection algorithms can be used to detect a variety of different defects, the state-of-the-art deep-learning-based object detection algorithms still have low detection accuracy on small size defects. Basing on Cascade R-CNN in this paper, a new multi-scale feature extraction method--the Multi-Scale Feature Pair--is proposed and is used to establish a defect detection model for metal can products of an enterprise. Experimental results show that the accuracy (AP@0.5) of our improved model is 6.1% higher than Cascade R-CNN.
I. INTRODUCTION
Product defect detection consists of locating defect area and identifying defect type. Take the defect detection of metal can products in an enterprise as an example, there are thousands of kinds of metal cans, and the purpose is to mark the defect areas and the types of defects with rectangular boxes in the product images. The defects which need to be detected include scratches, poor printing and uneven surface. It is suitable for using deep-learning-based object detection method to detect multitype defects in these kinds of metal cans. However, different defect sizes vary greatly, where the area of scratches is generally small and the area of uneven printing is generally large, as a result the current deep learning detection algorithm cannot meet the requirements.
Deep learning object detection algorithm mainly includes one-stage algorithm [5, 7. 12, 28] and two-stage algorithm [4, 10, 11, 15, 16] . The one-stage algorithm extracts image features through the multi-layer convolutional neural network (CNN). Then, in the image features, the sliding window and anchor [6, 7, 8, 9, 18] are used to set the default bounding box (Bbox). Then the image features are input into two branches of networks, which respectively classify the object and regress the bbox for features of each anchor box. Meanwhile, the first stage of a twostage algorithm uses selective search [1, 2, 3, 23] or region proposal network(RPN) [4, 10, 11, 13, 14] to predict the region proposals(ROI) in the image, and then extracts the features of each ROI through ROI pooling, and inputs the ROI features into two branches of networks respectively for object classification and Bbox regression. As R-CNN, SPP-Net, Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, SSD series, YOLO series, RON and other algorithms are proposed, the object detection method has gradually become mature, which provides many successful ideas and conclusions for the object detection field.
Almost all the state-of-the-art object detection algorithms use the low layer and high layer features of CNN at the same time for object detection. The difference only lies in the different combination of features from different layers. After multiple layers of CNN, CNN will extract the features that are favorable to the task of the image, and constantly filter the features that have little impact on the task in the sampling steps such as pooling. For example, for object classification, the image features are extracted from higher layers which are more abstract features with more semantic information, where Bbox regression requires the features to be extracted from lower layers. In this way, the extracted features will have more detail feature of the object, and it is easier to predict the object boundary. In addition, because the receptive field of high layer features is larger than that of low layer features, high layer features are beneficial to the detection of big object and low layer features are beneficial to the detection of small object.
In this paper, basing on Cascade R-CNN method, a new combination method of high layer CNN features and low layer CNN features is proposed to meet the detection needs of defects at different scales. Experiments are carried out in the metal can defect detection task. And the experimental results show that our improved method is superior to other object detection methods.
II. RELATED WORK
Because of the proposal of basic CNN architecture such as Resnet [17] , great progress has been made in Faster R-CNN [4] which uses Resnet as RPN. Therefore, more and more algorithms have been improved on its basis.
In terms of the feature extraction network, MSCNN [11] and HyperNet [26] use different layers of CNN features in feature extraction network to solve the problem of multiscale object detection. Low layer features are used to detect small objects, while high layer features are used to detect big objects, and meanwhile add deconvolution layer before Bbox regression layer to improve the resolution of the ROI features. It helps to improve the accuracy of object localization. PVANET [13] adopts C.ReLU + Residual structure in the low layer of the RPN and Inception + Residual structure in the high layer of the RPN, and uses a HyperNet structure to combine the high layer features and low layer features to predict the ROI, so as to solve the problem of multi-scale object detection.
In terms of RPN, FPN [15] uses deep CNN to construct multi-layer feature pyramid, and creates a structure connecting from high layer features to low layer features to extract multi-scale features of images. CRAFT [27] adds a Fast R-CNN binary classifier between RPN and the second stage to further select the RPN-generated proposals and leave some high-quality proposals. In the second stage, a binary classifier for N categories (excluding the background category) was cascaded after the original classifier for more refined object detection.
In terms of ROI processing, Cascade R-CNN [10] points out the disadvantage of using a single IoU threshold to filter ROI, and cascades two object classification and Bbox regression structure (the same structure as the second stage) after the second stage of Faster R-CNN, which is equivalent to input ROI features serially into three classification and Bbox regression structure. IoU threshold used by three classification and bbox regression structure are gradually increased instead of using a single IOU threshold to filter ROI to alleviate the problem of large gap between the positive and negative samples quantity, which helps to improve the accuracy of object detection.
In terms of loss function design, RetinaNet [18] proposes the fundamental reason why the one-stage algorithm is faster and less accurate than the two-stage object detection algorithm. To solve this problem, a new loss function called Focal Loss is proposed, and a new network called RetinaNet is created to verify the ability of Focal Loss.
At present, deep learning object detection algorithm has been applied in the field of product defect detection. Ningbo Institute of Materials Technology and Engineering, Chinese Academy of Sciences has developed a deep learning based detection method for stainless steel surface defects of auto parts (based on YOLO [5] object detection algorithm), which can effectively improve the accuracy of detection. ViDi Systems SA has developed a commercial software for defect detection of industrial image using deep learning. Kuang K [29] applies SSD deep learning object detection algorithm to defect detection of aero-engine, and the accuracy of defect detection reaches 89.36%. The results of defect detection in these applications are difficult to compare with each other since they do experiments in different datasets, but the performance of these algorithms is roughly the same as they do in public datasets. When using deep learning object detection algorithm for defect detection, it has high accuracy with simple background and big object size, but it is difficult to detect small object defect.
III. MULTI-SCALE FEATURE PAIR BASED R-CNN METHOD FOR DEFECT DETECTION

A. Cascade R-CNN
Cascade R-CNN is an improvement of Faster R-CNN, and the defect detection method in this paper is an improvement of Cascade R-CNN algorithm. Both of the algorithms are two-stage object detection algorithms, and include the region proposed network (RPN), ROI pooling, Bbox regression, and object classification.
Regional proposal network (RPN) is the first step of twostage object detection algorithm. RetinaNet [18] points out that two-stage algorithm has a higher detection accuracy than one-stage algorithm, mainly because two-stage algorithm has greatly alleviated the problem of "unbalanced proportion of positive and negative sample number of proposals" after it passes through the RPN. Therefore, RPN is the most critical step in two-stage algorithm. RPN network is generally composed of several convolution layers and two branches of fully connected network which respectively used for region proposal prediction and object classification (binary classification, background and not background). As shown in the yellow part in figure 1 , there is a feature extraction network (basic CNN architecture such as Resnet [17] , Inception [25] , etc.) before RPN. To get the proposals, combine the CNN features of different layers in the feature extraction network (multi-scale features) and input them into RPN.
ROI pooling is to extract fixed size feature maps of ROI on image features according to different size ROI areas. As shown in figure 2 (a) , the size of the proposal area obtained by the RPN network is different, so it cannot be directly input into the second step of the network. ROI pooling can be carried out in a way similar to spatial pooling pyramid in SPPNet [2] , so that feature map in basic CNN can be reused and detection speed can be improved.
The second step of two-stage object detection algorithm is the object classification and Bbox regression network, as shown in figure 2(b) . The ROI feature is input into the 
B. Multi-Scale Feature Extraction Analysis and Improvement
Multi-scale feature extraction is used to detect different size object. As shown in figure 3 , the multi-scale feature extraction methods generally include image pyramid (figure 3(a)) and feature pyramid ( figure 3(b) ). The image pyramid: resize the original image to a variety of different sizes, and then respectively extract the features of each image. Feature pyramid: the original image is processed through multiple layers of CNN, and then extract the CNN features of different layers and combine them into multi-scale features. These two multi-scale features extraction methods can be combined or improved to form a variety of feature extraction networks.
For different object, top layer features are good for big object detection, while low layer features are good for small object detection. For the same object, high layer features are advantageous to object classification, while low layer features are advantageous to Bbox regression. In most stateof-the-art object detection algorithms, only different layers of CNN features are considered for object detection at figure 4 as an example, the yellow and purple blocks represent different objects and their multiscale features can be extracted from different layers of the CNN architecture. In many state-of-the-art object detection algorithms, the features in yellow block of layer4 (high layer) is used for big object (object2) classification and Bbox regression, and the features in purple block in layer2 (low layer) is used for small object (object1) classification and Bbox regression. This method solves the problem that object detection at different scales requires different layer features. However, classification and Bbox regression of the same object use the same layer of features, which does not take into account the problem that the classification and Bbox regression of In order to use different layers of CNN features for object classification and Bbox regression for the same object and improve the accuracy of object detection, we propose a new multi-scale feature combination method, called Multi-Scale Feature Pair.
Take the feature extraction network of figure 5 as an example, the features in yellow blocks of layer4 and layer2 are combined into a pair of large-scale object feature pairs, and the features in purple blocks of layer2 and layer1 are combined into a pair of small-scale object feature pairs. These two pairs of features constitute multi-scale feature pairs. In each pair of features, high and low layer features belonging to the same object are included. Low layer features are used for object Bbox regression while high layer features are used for object classification, which makes detection more accurate.
C. ROI Boundary Extension
Extension of ROI boundary means that the central point of the ROI area predicted by RPN remains unchanged, and the width and height of the ROI area are increased to 1.5 times the original size. Then the ROI Pooling and the second stage will be carried out after the extension. This improvement refers to the MRCNN [24] algorithm. In MRCNN, the features sampled around the ROI area and the features of image segmentation are also used to improve the object detection accuracy. After extending the boundaries of the ROI, the ROI features contain more detailed information, which is conducive to the accuracy of the object positioning. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS
A. Model Evaluation
In this paper, the commonly used AP@0.5 in object detection is used to evaluate the accuracy of our model,
where I correct is the number of objects correctly predicted and I is the number of all predicted objects. I correct is computed as: 
B. Experimental Results
In this paper, 500 images of metal cans are used for the experiment. 400 of them are for training and 100 of them are for verification. The image size is 2048*2448, and the defects include scratches, poor printing and uneven surface. The detection results are shown in figure 8 .
As shown in figure 8 , most areas of the defects only take up a very small part of the image, and factors such as the printing pattern and texture of the product and the influence of ambient light during data collection have great interference on defect detection, making it much more difficult to detect defects in metal cans than the commonly used public datasets. 
C. Comparison with State-of-the-art Algorithm
In this paper, four current state-of-the-art object detection algorithms and the base Cascade R-CNN algorithm are used for experiments to verify the performance of our improvement. Table 1 shows the comparison of various algorithms:
The AP@0.5 of the current state-of-the-art object detection algorithm in the metal can defect detection dataset in this paper is lower than that when it is applied to COCO dataset (in COCO2015, Faster R-CNN Resnet101 AP@0.5 = 59.0%, SSD VGG16 AP@0.5 = 43.1%). Therefore, it is very difficult to detect defects in the dataset used in this paper. As shown in table 1, Cascade R-CNN algorithm achieves the highest detection accuracy, so this paper chooses Cascade R-CNN as the prototype of defect detection model. As shown in table 2, the Multi-Scale Feature Pair proposed in this paper greatly improves the performance of defect detection, while the ROI Boundary Extension improves little. When these two improvements are combined, the AP@0.5 of our detection method is 39.04%, 6.1% higher than the original Cascade R-CNN method.
V. CONCLUSION Based on Cascade R-CNN algorithm, a defect detection model for metal can is established in this paper. Two improvements are made on this basis: (1) aiming at the multiscale object detection problem, a new multi-scale feature extraction method, called Multi-Scale Feature Pair, is proposed and (2) before ROI Pooling, expand the ROI area output by RPN by 1.5 times to enhance the detailed information of the object and improve the detection accuracy. Compared to other state-of-the-art object detection algorithms, the method in this paper greatly improves the performance of object detection. Due to the great success of Focal loss in onestage object detection algorithm, in future work, we plan to combine multi-scale feature pairs and Focal loss to improve the performance of one-stage object detection algorithm.
